the legend continues...

LEGENDARY YACHTS

Romance. Power. Influence.
An astounding reflection of you.
n 1660, Charles II crossed the English
Channel to restore the monarchy and
become King of England. With a grandeur
befitting the occasion, he traveled by yacht.
Since that day, the yacht has held exclusive
importance for those who have “arrived.”
Presidents, royalty, and people of influence take
pleasure in experiencing life from the decks of a
vessel originally designed to hunt pirates. Light
and sleek, the first yachts tracked outlaws
throughout the Low Countries, a fact still
evident in the vessel’s name – the word “yacht”
means “hunt.”
Adventure. Distinction. Comfort and class.
It’s not hard to see the allure.
Of course, over the years the yacht has
adapted to the present day, as yacht builders
employ new techniques to accomplish their
goals. Still, even when quality is not in question,
there's something about those early classic crafts,
their beauty and warmth, that many modern
vessels have lost.

Legendary Yachts brings the best of the past
straight into the present – an exemplary feat. When
a yacht embodies the elegance of traditional designs
and natural materials, the effect is both visceral and
immediate. Still, while a masterly old-world
aesthetic is stunning, a well built vessel needs more.
It takes today’s cutting-edge techniques to ensure
durability, performance, and efficiency. Legendary
Yachts harnesses those techniques, then goes
further, weaving in modern comforts and needs,
each tuned to a client’s individual tastes. Passionate,
hand-built craftsmanship is the seal – and the result?
Truly breathtaking vessels.
It doesn’t take an expert to feel the difference.
When a Legendary Yacht moves into harbor,
heads turn.

NOW THAT YOU’RE IN ONE OF THE FINEST VESSELS
ON THE OPEN ROAD, ISN’T IT TIME TO
EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS?

So, what’s your dream?
Maybe it’s a spacious setting where you’ll
entertain your friends or clients. Maybe it’s your
own traveling five-star resort, in which to
explore exotic destinations. Or do you dream of
a close, intimate space to share with another?
Dreams come true. Have a yacht handcrafted to your vision.

“For the builder, classic yachts are in fact the moving
materializations of his skills and emotions: he is called upon
to make them speak, inspire and sing to re-create them in
accordance with his own consciousness. In this way, like the
designer, he is a creator, for he must have within himself
those passions that he wishes to bring so intensely to life.”
Stan Bishoprick,
President and founder

CLOSE YOUR EYES AND DREAM IT.
GIVE LEGENDARY YACHTS A CALL AND DESCRIBE WHAT YOU
LEGENDARY YACHTS, INC.
P.O. Box 720 Washougal, WA 98671
360.835.0342 • 360.798.7036
email: lysales@legendaryyachts.com
www.legendaryyachts.com

SEE: THAT VIVID PLACE BETWEEN SLEEP AND WAKING
WHERE BOUNDARIES DON’T EXIST.
WE’LL BE TAKING NOTES.

